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Many benefits flow from accepting employees 
with disability into your workforce. Australian 
and International studies reveal that people 
with disability take less days off and remain in 
their jobs longer than other workers. 

An inclusive approach to workplace 
diversity:
• helps businesses retain valuable employees• helps businesses retain valuable employees
• provides access to a broad range of skills
• reduces workers compensation and
  training costs
• strengthens communities.

When businesses provide job opportunities to When businesses provide job opportunities to 
people with disabilities, it is important that the 
placements are successful for all concerned.

As a Disability Employment Service provider, 
Multiple Solutions offers employment support 
and assistance tailored to each participant's 
individual needs.

We then match each participant to available We then match each participant to available 
employment opportunities.

The support Multiple Solutions provides has 
the clear goal of ensuring that each work 
placement, whether full or part-time, is 
successful for both the employee and their 
employer.

Multiple Solutions may provide:Multiple Solutions may provide:
• workplace modifications, e.g. adjustments to
  workstations
• improved access throughout the workplace, 
  e.g. doorway ramps or handrails 
• carers to provide practical assistance during 
  working hours
• on-the-job vocational coaching • on-the-job vocational coaching 
• awareness training for supervisors and 
  colleagues.



Accepting people with disability into your 
workplace can be positive and rewarding
for everyone involved.

Through our various employment support 
programs, Multiple Solutions creates 
successful work structures that meet the 
needs of  employers and jobseekers alike.

Work Experience placements are often theWork Experience placements are often the
first step for jobseekers on their route to full 
entry to the workforce. Multiple Solutions 
welcomes enquiries from businesses that
may be able to offer short term placements
to assist jobseekers with retraining or honing 
new skills.

Multiple Solutions will offer a minimum ofMultiple Solutions will offer a minimum of
26 weeks support for both full and part-time 
placements. Generous wage subsidies apply.

Support options include practical measures 
such as workplace modifications and Auslan 
interpreting services.

There is also provision for long term There is also provision for long term 
placement support to help employees
remain in long term employment.

Workplace Solutions
Maintaining employment for someone who 
acquires disability can be challenging and 
may impact on the workplace.

Will the employee return to work? What will Will the employee return to work? What will 
that involve? How can the process be 
managed to ensure a positive outcome?

Through its Workplace Solutions program,
Multiple Solutions offers practical assistance Multiple Solutions offers practical assistance 
to support employees and their employers 
achieve continuation of employment or 
successful returns to work.

Through liaison with medical practitioners, the Through liaison with medical practitioners, the 
employees and supervisors, Multiple Solutions 
negotiates modified work plans, provides 
specialised equipment and organises 
on-the-job carer support as required to help 
our participants remain employed and 
productive.

We’ll even sit down with the employees’ We’ll even sit down with the employees’ 
colleagues to explain the why and how of the 
changes and the part they can play in 
helping the return to work succeed.

Disability presents many challenges and isn’t Disability presents many challenges and isn’t 
static. So Workplace Solutions offers ongoing 
support, including regular reviews of each 
employee's requirements.  

Overcoming challenges
It is common for an individual’s sense of 
purpose and self-worth to be challenged 
when disability threatens their employment
or takes them out of the workforce, even for
a short time.

Multiple Solutions provides advice and Multiple Solutions provides advice and 
practical support to keep people in the 
workforce or help them gain employment.

People like Hannah, whose world was turned People like Hannah, whose world was turned 
upside down by the onset of Multiple Sclerosis 
(MS). Her illness adversely affected her left 
hand, made walking difficult and had a 
crushing effect on her self-confidence.

As the time approached for Hannah to return 
to work, she was understandably nervous.
Multiple Solutions liaised with her Doctor to Multiple Solutions liaised with her Doctor to 
assess requirements for this to succeed.
We then worked closely with her employers to 
prepare work plans that met Hannah’s needs 
and organised some special equipment, 
including a new chair and keyboard, to 
address fatigue.

These preparations and the ongoing support These preparations and the ongoing support 
of Multiple Solutions and her employers has 
restored Hannah’s confidence and enables 
her to get on with her life in a positive and 
fulfilling way.
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